
Global-Local Attention Network for Semantic 
Segmentation in Aerial Images

Errors in semantic segmentation could be classified into two types: the large area misclassification and inaccurate local

boundaries. Previously attention-based methods typically capture rich global contextual information, which benefits the large

area classification but cannot address the local errors of boundaries. In this paper, we propose a Global-Local Attention

Network (GLANet) which can simultaneously consider the global context and local details. Specifically, our GLANet

consists of two branches: (1) the global attention branch and (2) local attention branch. Furthermore, three different modules

are embedded in GLANet for respectively modelling the semantic interdependencies in spatial, channel and boundary

dimension. Lastly, we merge the outputs of different branches to enhance the feature representation further, resulting in more

precise segmentation. Overall, the proposed method achieves the competitive segmentation accuracy on two public aerial

image datasets, bringing significant improvements over the existing baselines.

Abstract

 We analysis error composition of semantic

segmentation task and propose Global-

Local Attention Network (GLANet) to

diminish both the two type of errors.

 Our GLANet give a simultaneous

consideration of both global context and

local details with the help of global

attention branch and local attention branch,

in which three different attention modules

are embedded.

 We achieve new state-of-the-art results on

two popular aerial image datasets

including Vaihingen dataset and Postdam

dataset.
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Method

Experiments

Fig.1. An overview of our Global-Local Attention Network (GLANet).

Fig.2. The details of three attention 

module embedded in Global Attention 

Branch and Local Attention Branch.
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Table 1. Ablation study about attention 

modules on the Vaihingen dataset. Fig.3. Examples of segmentation 

results on the Potsdam dataset.

Table 2. Experimental Results on the Postdam Dataset.


